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Agenda

• Benefits of reduced water use
• History behind NWPA's ordinance
• Components of the model ordinance
• Implementation in the region
• Discussion



Benefits of outdoor 
water conservation



Outdoor water use 
Outdoor water use…
• Comprises a large percentage of 

average residential water use
• Contributes to costly summer peak 

use
• Is discretionary (nonessential)
• Has a significant impact on water 

resources (runoff)
• Financial risk driver
• Logic of applying water treated to 

drinking water standards to 
landscape



Outdoor water waste

Outdoor water use…
• Estimated that 50 percent of outdoor water is wasted due 

to unwise and wasteful watering behavior.

Main sources
• Poor irrigation scheduling
• Inefficient irrigation systems

and practices
• Fixed notions about what 

constitutes an attractive/functional 
yard.



Conservation can delay and minimize 
expensive infrastructure investments



Drought in Illinois



Illinois’ 2011 Drought Preparedness and 
Response Plan

Active CWS Wells 100 feet or less deep

Wells

Wells within 1,000 feet of streams

Wells within 1,000 feet of each other

Close-proximity wells within 1,000 feet of 
streams

Identifies a number of shallow 
groundwater-dependent 
communities in the Chicago 
region as particularly vulnerable 
to drought.



Policy levers
Risk and Resilience 
Assessments and 
Emergency Response 
Plans under AWIA

Ms4 permit requirements 
– Public education and 
outreach



History behind NWPA's 
model ordinance



NWPA ordinance history
• Water2050 & CMAP Water Conservation 

Ordinance (2010)

• NWPA mission to achieve consistency 
among NWPA communities & protect 
shared water supply (2010)

• 2012 drought - peak demand & 
Infrastructure capacity (Summer 2012)

• Achieve consistency among NWPA 
communities (MPC, Fall 2012)



Available at: http://www.nwpa.us/resource-center.aspNWPA Resources



Components of 
NWPA's model 
ordinance



ProvisionsQuick Summary 
• Applies year-round

• Uses consecutive day and time-of-day restrictions

• Discourages the use of unattended sprinklers in favor of 
more water efficient handheld devices, irrigation 
systems, and water reuse options, such as captured 
rainwater.

• Bans the “watering” of sidewalks, driveways, and roads

• Encourages installation of new, water intensive landscaping 
(seed, sod, and planting) to avoid July and August, the most 
water-stressed months of the year.



ProvisionsQuick Summary 

• Allows municipalities to issue emergency proclamations to 
address extreme situations such as drought or water 
shortages.

• Presents options for how to communicate water conditions 
via a tiered system, including a color code system.



Provisions
Restrictions Rationale
Handheld watering devices, 
drip irrigation systems, or 
devices using non-potable 
water can be used any day or 
time.

Sprinklers can be used at:
• Even addresses on even 

calendar days from 6 - 9 
am and 6 - 9 pm

• Odd addresses on odd 
calendar days from 6 - 9 
am and 6 - 9 pm

Handheld watering devices generally use less 
water than sprinkler systems because the watering 
is directly controlled, whereas sprinkler systems 
are often left to run on their own.

Restrictions by date and address effectively limit 
consecutive day water use and make it easier to 
identify non-compliance as only one side of a block 
should be watering on any given day.

Time of day restrictions prevents water use during 
the hottest, sunniest part of the day, when water 
would most likely be lost to evapotranspiration 
(i.e., to the atmosphere) rather than being taken 
up by the grass.

Normal Conditions (Green Tier)



Provisions

Restrictions Rationale
The use of sprinkler systems is 
prohibited.

Outdoor use of water is 
allowed using handheld 
devices, drip-irrigation 
systems, or harvested 
rainwater.

Water supply conditions warrant further 
restrictions to ensure supplies for essential water 
use.

Prohibiting sprinklers, yet still allowing handheld 
watering allows some landscaping to survive 
while lawns are allowed to go dormant.

During Drought (Yellow Tier)



Provisions

Restrictions Rationale
Ban on outdoor water use. Rare water supply conditions that warrant further 

restrictions to ensure supplies for essential water 
use.

During these times, it is easier to ban all outdoor 
watering with no exceptions for the sake of 
consistency and easy enforcement.

During Extreme Drought (Red Tier)



Implementation in the 
region



Review process

Goals:
• Learn how river- and groundwater-

dependent communities are applying lawn watering 
restrictions

• Help NWPA target next steps for outreach

Methods:
• Used the NWPA ordinance as a baseline
• Tracked adoption of the different NWPA provisions 

not just the full ordinance.
• Assessed 116 communities



Required Restrictions
Lake Michigan Permittees

Voluntary Restrictions
Full NWPA ordinance adoption
Restrictions share some 
similarities with NWPA
No restrictions
No information available

Overall findings

• 53 NPWA member 
communities have some 
restrictions

• 13 communities have 
adopted the full NWPA 
ordinance with minor edits



Required Restrictions
Lake Michigan Permittees

Voluntary Restrictions
Full NWPA ordinance adoption
Restrictions share some 
similarities with NWPA
No restrictions
No information available

• Most communities only 
implement a few provisions

• Most common provisions:
1. Emergency proclamations
2. Consecutive day water use 

restrictions
3. Time-of-day restrictions

• Variation exists

Overall findings



Level of adoption by provision
Type of provisions Percent of 

communities 
(%, n=76)

Enforcement period
Year round 66

Seasonal 34

Time restrictions
Consecutive day restrictions* 74

Time-of-day restrictions* 65

Both of the above 61

Exemptions for handheld devices, drip irrigation, 
rainwater harvesting, greywater reuse

22

All three of the above 22



Level of adoption by provision
Type of provisions Percent of 

communities 
(%, n=76)

Emergency proclamation
Emergency proclamation* 91

Use of color-coded tiers to communicate 
restrictions

29

Seed and sod restrictions
Seasonal limits 21

Permit requirements 25

Both of the above 14

Other
Waste of water prohibited 22



Discussion



Discussion

Reflection on provisions

• Which provisions do you find to be most beneficial?



Discussion

Reflection on provisions

• If you have not adopted the full ordinance and 
could add one more provision, which would be 
most helpful to your community?



Discussion

Reflection on provisions

• Were there any provisions that your municipality 
has stayed clear from and why?



Discussion

Reflection on enforcement and outreach

• If you have adopted lawn water restrictions…

• Are residents aware of the existing ordinance?
• Are you enforcing it and doing outreach?
• If you’re not enforcing it, can you explain why?



Discussion

Reflection on enforcement and outreach

• Have you tried partnering with higher outdoor 
water users directly, instead of trying to enforce 
everywhere? 



Discussion

Reflection on enforcement and outreach

• How do you communicate with residents about 
reducing outdoor water use?



Discussion

Reflection on enforcement and outreach

• How can we help – what tools do you need?



Discussion

Reflection on enforcement and outreach

• Is it hard to communicate lawn restrictions during 
wet conditions?



Check out your ordinance and see if there 
are items in the NWPA ordinance that 
could take it to the next level.

Let us know how we can help with 
outreach.

Next steps



Nora Beck
nbeck@cmap.Illinois.gov

Kelsey Pudlock
kpudlock@cmap.Illinois.gov

Margaret Schneemann
mschneemann@cmap.illinois.gov

mailto:nbeck@cmap.Illinois.gov
mailto:kpudlock@cmap.Illinois.gov
mailto:mschneemann@cmap.illinois.gov


Photo of lake Michigan? With coordinate 
and conserve shared water supply sources 
heading?

Require water efficient irrigation 
technology 

Promote low water-use, native 
plants

Compact and conservation-
oriented development can 
minimize the size of lawns

TBD diagram 



Effectiveness of lawn watering 
restrictions

AWE findings:
- mandatory drought-irrigation restrictions: 
water savings 18% - 56% depending on 
severity of restriction
-voluntary drought-irrigation restrictions: 4% -
12%
- But, drought restruction research over 10 
years old
Other AWE findings:
Lack of regional/climate variability in the 
research
People think they are only using 5-10% of their 
water outdoor, but more like 30-50%



Discussion

Reflection on provisions

• Do you know which provisions your community 
has adopted and why?



Discussion

Reflection on provisions
• Do you know which of these you have adopted and why?
• Which do you find to be most beneficial?
• If you have not adopted the full ordinance and could add 

one more provision, which would be most helpful to your 
community?

• Were there any provisions that your municipality has stayed 
clear from and why?



Discussion

Reflection on enforcement and outreach
• If you have adopted the ordinance…

• Are residents aware of the existing ordinance?
• Are you enforcing it and doing outreach?
• If you’re not enforcing it, can you explain why?

• Have you tried partnering with higher outdoor 
water users directly, instead of trying to enforce 
everywhere? 

• What are the barriers to adoption?
• Is it difficult to enforce/promote with wet 

weather 
• How can we help – what tools do you need?
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